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 The second of two classes designed to replace the legendary D-11/B’Rel class Scout, 
the D-20/Korgal class has gone on to become a legend in its own right, certain to continue 
the former’s legacy well past the end of the century. 
 
 The post-Dominion War era was characterized by a marked modernization in the 
naval forces of powers both major and minor.  The re-emergence of the Andorian Imperial 
Navy and the massive technological and structural improvements in both the Cardassian 
Guard and Talarian Navy prompted similar drives for modernization in larger powers such as 
the Federation Starfleet and the Klingons’ Imperial Defense Forces.  Primarily a supporting 
force in the early parts of the war, the KDF bore the full brunt of the fighting in its latter 
stages—their ships being the only ones that were invulnerable to the Breen’s energy-
dampening weapons.  This was somewhat ironic—given that the bulk of their force was 
made up by ships of the D-8/K’Tinga and D-11/B’Rel classes—and served to underscore the 
need for further replacements. 
 
 Production of the Negh’Var class Battleship continued and the Vor’Cha class was 
extensively reworked, spawning the Q’ang/’Chancellor’ sub-class.  No replacements 
though, were forthcoming for either K’Tinga or B’Rel.  However old or technologically 
antiquated they may have been, they still continued to comprise the bulk of the KDF—
examples in service reaching into the high hundreds.  The Borg’s final invasion in 2381 
eliminated a full third of these stalwarts and with the rise of the anti-Federation alliance 
known as the Typhon Pact, the course was clear—the KDF no longer had any choice other 
than to modernize. 
 
 Replacing a class as numerous and legendary as B’Rel however, was no small feat.  
Long-range plans called for two distinct replacement classes—a larger one in the 210-320m 
range to fill the Frigate/Light Cruiser roles and then one in the 110-190m range to take on 
B’Rel’s traditional Scout/Destroyer roles.  Klingon starship design—with several notable  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
exceptions during the late 23rd century—generally stayed evolutional with respect to 
principal classes (the D-4 to D-8 Battlecruisers and Vor’Cha/Q’ang – “Chancellor” being 
good examples) and despite B’Rel’s Romulan origins (as the S-11 class), its successor did so 
as well. 
 
 Development began in late 2381, subsequent to the Borg’s invasion.  Numerous 
systems closer toward/in the Empire’s core suffered immense devastation—with fleet yards 
at the Archanis, Beta Lankal, Mempa and Khitomer systems either heavily damaged or 
obliterated outright and for the time being, the major KDF installation at Mastocal (in the 
relatively quiet Sigma Kinna star system along the Federation border) became one of the 
few principal production bases for new and existing classes. 
 
 Designated D-20/Korgal, it maintained the largely rugged, avian profile that shaped 
its progenitor.  A rounded, roughly oval-shaped command pod housed the bridge, crew 
quarters and a portion of the ship’s weapons stores while the ‘neck’ section was larger and 
more reinforced compared to B’Rel.  It connected to a broad engineering hull that broke 
convention and incorporated features from the earlier D-18/Lara’atan class. It was 
highlighted by a raised, Y-shaped hull section several decks thick that housed the 
engineering compartment, troop accommodations, cargo bays and a hangar bay at its 
fore end.  The adjustable wings were reinforced to accommodate larger, more powerful 
impulse engines and a pair of embedded forward disruptors in each. 
 
 Korgal was engineered from the keel up to make maximum use of the latest in 
computer automation and other technological advancements so as to keep manpower 
and maintenance requirements low as possible.   Though a seemingly perilous move, it did 
nonetheless help the KDF achieve its goals—the 170m long ship required a compliment of 
just a dozen officers & crew to operate.  Together with the growth in size over B’Rel, Korgal 
could embark 4 small craft and support up to a platoon (60) of Imperial Guard or Black Staff 
(special forces) troopers.	   



 
 Armament was an area of special concern—not exactly one of B’Rel’s strengths.  
Here, Korgal took its inspiration from the older (and larger) Lara’atan.  Only one torpedo 
launcher was featured, however it was fed by a combined store of photon, quantum and 
plasma torpedoes.   
 

The KDF had responded to the challenge of being unable to create their own linear 
disruptor emitters/arrays by recalibrating/scaling their existing weapons to fill both the 
‘standard’ and ‘heavy’ roles—a useful engineering technique when size and/or power 
considerations precluded the use of more powerful weapons.  The wingtip-mounted Mark 
XII disruptors were therefore calibrated to fill the heavy role, while the primary disruptor 
armament was comprised of 8 twin-mounted Mark X weapons—4 forward and 4 aft.   
Enhancing their effectiveness was their variable modulation capability.  Developed as an 
anti-Borg measure and first deployed aboard Q’ang/”Chancellor”, the ship’s computer 
automatically varies their modulation every 10-12 seconds in order to prevent an aggressor 
or aggressors from adapting and/or deploying effective countermeasures. 

 
Entering service in early 2383, slightly more than 100 were produced in a year’s time – 

a testament to the KDF’s evolving technological and engineering prowess.  Their 
deployment however was limited in scope, concentrated at Qo’nos and surrounding 
systems (Gorath, Brestant, No’mat) as well as the up-and-coming ‘industrial core’ (Klothos, 
Delstin, Don’Zali, N’Vengoren), leaving classes such as B’Rel to maintain defense of sparsely 
populated, or otherwise ‘backwater’ systems such as B’Moth and G’Trok.  Clashes between 
the KDF and the Gorn Navy—most notably, the latter’s destruction of a KDF battle group 
defending construction on an allied starbase in the Archer system—had spurred the KDF to 
concentrate its heavier assets in key systems and around essential facilities.  The downsides 
of this ‘core-first’ deployment mentality were graphically demonstrated late in the year 
when Gorn ships violated Klingon space, overwhelmed the token defenses at and 
annihilated the colony on B’Moth. 

 
The outbreak of war between the Federation Alliance and the Typhon Pact a year 

later caused Korgal construction to accelerate and by 2386, ships of the class formed a 
rough defensive line along the Federation border and also operated in concert with the 
larger Mave’Q and D-90 classes.  2 Korgal squadrons fought viciously, but were ultimately 
destroyed in that year when the Gorn overran Gila IV, however the Klingons would take 
their revenge during the war’s final battle in 2388—the class being a key player in a 
combined Alliance fleet that destroyed a Tzenkethi/Kinshaya force at Jouret V. 

 
The class became a common sight throughout Klingon space by 2393 and by 2397, 

had become the most-deployed KDF asset in the Gamma Quadrant.  With over 2000 
examples in service today, D-20/Korgal has become a fleet staple sure to be seen 
traversing galactic spacelanes for decades to come. 



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

D-20/’Korgal’ 
Heavy Destroyer 
 
2383- 
2,376 
 
170m 
143m 
33m 
8 
 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

46,789 metric tons 
 
12 (est.) 

Armament 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 

2 Mark XII Disruptor Cannons 
8 Mark X Disruptor Cannons 
1 Torpedo Launcher 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 505,321 TerraJoules 
 
Standard Duranium/Trititanium Single Hull  
        plus 8cm High Density Armor 



Editor’s Annotations 
 
 

This publication centers on the famous D-11/B’Rel’s heir apparent—or one of them anyways.  A creation of noted modeler ‘Wicked Zombie’, I stumbled upon the ‘W’ked’ class at Demon 
Renegade Studios—the same mod site where the Romulan Sunhawk and Federation Arizona are originally from.  A suitably futuristic take on the classic B’Rel design, I knew I had to write it 
up from the moment I saw it.  I did have to do some work behind the scenes though—scaling it up slightly to ensure room for smaller ships (of which I have at least 1 to do) and revising 
some already-established history, give B’Rel 2 successors instead of just 1 (Mave’Q).  The boost in armament and addition of a hangar bay (above the connecting dorsal) are subtle nods 
to D-18/Lara’atan which has gained prominence in my eyes after all the time I put into writing it up.  Advances in engineering & computer technology don’t sound at all unreasonable 
given the time period either.
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